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CANAM TRUST AND RELIABILITY
Canam’s ability to fabricate structural steel, joist and joist girders, metal deck and light gauge girts makes
it the only source you will need for your project’s steel requirements.
Our in-house engineering department uses the latest design software, optimizing the steel-framing to ensure
an efficient economic design. 3D modeling technology as well as usage of BIM standards facilitate information
exchange, expedite drawing approvals and project coordination.
With its BuildMasterTM approach, Canam has redefined the way buildings are designed and built.
BuildMaster applies a safer, faster and more collaborative approach allowing you to shorten your structural
erection schedule by 15 to 25%.

WHY DESIGN-BUILD?
Canam is one of the leading providers of design-build, a process that minimizes project risk and reduces
delivery times by overlapping the design and construction phases of projects.
A research conducted by McGraw Hill Construction in 2014 shows that construction project using Design-Build
as project delivery method can reduce overall construction schedule significantly and 20% of owners report
that their project finish ahead of schedule.
For owners and developers, Canam’s involvement in the project’s early conceptual phase helps secure budgets
and delivery schedules.
Source: Project Delivery Systems; How they impact efficiency and profitability in the building sector. McGraw Hill Construction 2014

MUROX BUILDING SYSTEMS
Canam has sold more than 2,500 Murox® buildings in North America over the past 35 years.
Murox’s building system is the most efficient design-build solution for the construction of commercial
and industrial buildings on the market.
The Murox system — comprising the building envelope and structural steel components — provides several
unique benefits, including:
• Fast-track construction and the shortest lead time in the industry
• Superior energy efficiency of the building envelope
• Flexibility of design and architectural features
• Shop-manufactured load-bearing wall panels
• Insulated wall panels for R-values up to R-40
• Ventilated thermal panel to reduce energy costs

BUILD DIFFERENTLY

1-866-466-8769
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For more than 50 years, Canam has developed a fast, reliable construction method
that adapts to all your commercial, industrial, institutional or multi-residential projects.
Whether you are building structures, floors, walls or steel building envelopes, our
construction solutions are simple and straightforward. No surprises.

